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you have eliminated the neurosis' is the war-cry. This book
tells one how to do it.

Professor Wolpe and Dr Lazarus (to whom the printers
have awarded the curious degree of P.H.D.) begin their
book with a statement, on the front cover, that instantly
shakes one's confidence in the merit of what might follow
in the text. The secondary title explains that behaviour
therapy is the treatment of neuroses. That the authors,
their colleagues and pupils would agree, there is no doubt.
That most doctors deeply concerned with treating neuroses
would disagree, there is equally no doubt. Still the opening
chapter helps by indicating that behaviour therapy is as old
as time, a statement augmented on the flyleaf by a quotation
from a twelfth-century oriental sage.

This book is a strange mixture. On the one hand it is
highly informative, a valuable compendium of method,
techniques, rationale and practice of this form of treatment,
extremely well referenced, a clear text, readable, and a neat
and compact source book packed with knowledge, scientific
data and viewpoints. On the other hand it has many of the
naive qualities of the 'do-it-yourself' variety, for example,
the reader is told step by step how to interview a psychiatric
patient: most professionals in the mental health field know
a little about this, and the mind recoils from the possibility
that those who don't are equipped to do so after reading the
instructions.

It is a sportive book. The reader will be delighted to
learn about the clinical use of Stephen Potter's one-up-
manship ploys and gambits which the authors advocate for
curing the neurotic clerk's terror of the pompous boss.
It is a-swinging book, where the authors will surprise many
by indicating it is entirely proper (when all else fails of
course) for the man with sexual difficulties to have a 'thera-
peutic extramarital relationship' in order to get himself
back in trim. New York apparently has a pool of accredited
women suitable for this purpose, at a price, but those who
live elsewhere are told to try out the local prostitutes until
the warmhearted and considerate one is found. There is no
mention of the personal, marital, social and venereal carnage
that normally follows in the wake of the unfortunate who
takes this misguided advice.
Read carefully, critically and with an open mind, this book

has much to offer. Behaviour Therapy is a valuable form of
treatment for some aspects of some neuroses. It is a pity
that the common ground between this method and the other
psychological methods of treatment could not be explored
and expounded with less iconoclasm. Perhaps that will
follow.

Psychopathic Disorders
Edited by MICHAEL CRAFT. Pp. x-+234. Oxford:
Pergamon Press. 1966. 25s.

In his opening chapter the editor and chief contributor of
this book reminds us of a notable publication on psycho-
pathic disorders which the authors headed with a quotation
to the effect that whilst an elephant could be recognized he
could not be described, and stated that they felt the same way
about a psychopath. This view has been long and widely
held: the search for a comprehensive but practical clinical
and legal description has presented problems to the psychi-
atrist, nosologist, lawyer, sociologist and therapist. Finally
Parliament took the plunge and defined psychopathy in the
1959 Mental Health Act (England and Wales) as 'a persistent
disorder or disability of mind (whether or not including
subnormality of intelligence) which results in abnormally
aggressive or seriously irresponsible conduct on the part of
the patient, and requires or is susceptible to medical treat-
ment.' But the difficulties go on. Clinicians tend to consider
the legal definition as lacking in specificity and the inference
that treatment is efficaceous as uncautiously optimistic.
It is both timely and a relief that Dr Craft, whose experience
and contributions to knowledge in this field are extensive,
has edited and prepared this useful book.
The characteristics of individuals who manifest this

behaviour disorder are clearly laid down: the positive signs
of affectionlessness and of impulsivity; the secondary
features of aggression, remorse, lack of foresight, inadequacy
and perhaps also viciousness; the negative signs of an
absence of psychosis, or intellectual subnormality. The
constitutional, developmental and environmental factors
which influence this are discussed. There are ten contributors,
all of them authorities. The Law and Practice in respect
of psychopathy is reviewed. Problems of liberty, liability
and culpability are discussed with valuable clarity. Data on
causation is brought together and is well referenced, and
there are sections on psychological assessment and on
electroencephalographic findings. About one-half of the
book concentrates on facilities for and methods of care and
treatment of psychopaths within hospital, special hospital
and prison services. Their authors have not hesitated to
outline the difficulties and failures alongside the successes
and promising developments. By virtue of the protean
vagaries of the psychopath's anti-social behaviour the
professional people who are confronted with the challenge
of evaluating, understanding and dealing with the problems
he poses for himself and society are many. This book will
make their task easier.
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